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Abstract 

 
Natural gas is the energy source of choice because of its low environmental impact compared to other carbon-based fuels. 

LNG technology/shipping is a profitable alternative for transporting stranded natural gas from producing nations to 

consuming nations, especially, when distance to be traversed is long enough. Understanding hazards associated with LNG 

spillage on water is crucial for proper risk-based assessment and consequence analysis since accidents involving LNG spills 

over water or land often result in spreading, vaporization, dispersion, and possible explosion of the issuing fluids, which 

may lead to financial loss, deterioration of human life, displacement and damage of heavy equipment and facilities. In this 

paper, we focus on LNG vaporization as a key source term model and present detailed survey of most important 

vaporization rate models for water spills which can be found in literature, with objective to identify key areas where they 

are lacking. Existing  models assume uniform pool thickness which introduces error in vaporization rate predictions. For 

example, ice formation effects for confined water spills has been well addressed but spills on unconfined water surfaces 

require further improvement. Another example is the model by Vesovic which does not account for effect of LNG pool 

thickness. Yhis is very important as experimental investigations already established strong dependence of vaporization rate 

on thickness of spreading and vaporizing LNG pool.  Thus, an improved vaporization rate model that will account for the 

strong dependence of vaporization rate on the thickness of LNG pool for water spills require further treatment. 

 

Keywords: LNG; Vaporization Rate; LNG Spill Modelling. 

 

1.0 Introduction 
 

LNG, which is mainly composed of methane presents hazardous characteristics linked to its inflammable nature and its 

cryogenic damage potential. Upon LNG release on water surface, a forming and spreading pool of LNG vaporizes rapidly 

and generates vapour (Wodek, 2019).  The generated LNG vapour can cool surrounding ambient air molecules forming 

vapour cloud, which can exhibit dense gas behaviour. If the dispersing LNG-vapour concentration is within the 

flammability range of 5 and 15%, the vapour cloud may ignite and cause various types of fires, including vapour cloud and 

pool fires, as well as explosions (Michelle et. al., 2012). A vapour explosion's overpressure and released mechanical energy 

can be large enough to displace and damage surrounding heavy equipment (Forte and Ruff, 2017). The overpressure could 

also cause secondary structural damage and cascading containment failures (Havens and Spicer, 2007). Our focus in this 

review paper is to delineate what happens when LNG spills on water and to review, elucidate as well as improve available 
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vaporization rate models as an important source term models for water spills prediction (Wodek, 2019 and Yi, 2012). 

Please note that models of great complexity already exist for estimation of vaporization rate of LNG spilled on water 

surface (Zhidong, 2017). This paper presents the current state of knowledge of LNG vaporization rate models for water 

spills, drawing relevant conclusions, in addition to making recommendations for further work. 

 

2.0 LNG Pool Vaporization 
 
2.1 Features of LNG Spill on Water 
 
We start by looking at some features of LNG spill on water following an accidental spill event which can occur across the 

LNG value chain such as during the loading or unloading of liquefied natural gas. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the 

physical processes that can occur upon spillage of LNG on water surface. Since LNG density (about 3.9 pounds per gallon) 

is lower than the density of water (about 8.3 pounds per gallon), LNG forms a floating pool (Michelle M. F. et. al., 2012). 

This pool then spreads out radially (characterized by divergence from Centre) while simultaneously changing its 

composition via boil-off. The boiling of LNG may follow one or more of the regimes of boiling, namely: film boiling, 

transition boiling, and nucleate boiling. As already indicated, vapour released from LNG as it returns to a gaseous phase, if 

not properly and safely managed can become flammable while concentrated within its flammable range, but explosive only 

under certain well-known conditions.  

 
                                                                                 Fig. 1: LNG Spill on Water 
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LNG spills can be classified on the basis of the rate, quantity, and duration of the spill as described below:  

 

1. INSTANTANEOUS SPILL: This is where all of the liquid is spilled at once or over a very short period time. That 

is, the spill duration is negligible compared to the spreading time. It is often assumed, for this type of spills, that all 

cryogen will completely vaporize before viscous and surface tension forces become important. This implies 

neglecting any surface interactions between water and LNG.  

 

2. CONTINUOUS SPILL: This is where the spill continues for a significant time at a finite rate. For spills of 

significantly long duration, a constant spill rate could result in a steady-state pool when the discharge rate into the 

pool equals the vaporization rate from the pool. 

 
Figures 2, 3 and 4 are representations of some spill scenarios. Figure 2 represents a type of LNG spill on water surface from 

the LNG ship cargo tanks, such from a hole above the water. Figure 3 assumes a release of LNG into the water from LNG 

ship cargo tanks from a hole below the water line. Figure 4 indicates when there is water inflow into a partially full LNG 

cargo tank such that the hole is below the water line but above the liquefied natural gas liquid level in the LNG cargo tank.  

 

    

                  Fig. 2: Spill from Hole above water line                                                              Fig. 3: Spill from Hole below water line 

 
 

 
Fig. 4: LNG Spill from Hole Above LNG but Below Water Line 
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2.1.1 Pool Formation 
 
The issuing jet of LNG following a containment breach impinges on the water surface forming a pool with accompanying 

mixing region beneath the water surface. This is expected as LNG density is relatively lower than the density of water, thus 

forming a floating and spreading pool (Michelle M. F. et. al.,2012) as shown in figure 5.  

 

 
Fig. .5: LNG Pool Formation 

 
 
2.1.2 Spreading of LNG Pool 
 
The formed or developing pool of LNG radially spreads outwards from a point source while changing its composition as a 

result of the pool vaporization. The spreading pool is characterized by divergence from the Centre (see figure 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6: LNG Pool Spreading 

 
The spreading of LNG pool on the water surface can be described using a three-regime model (Zhidong, 2017). First is the 

effect of gravity on the spreading pool. Gravity causes the resulting buoyant LNG pool to spread laterally or radially 

outwards from the point source as a cylinder of radius, R, on the water surface. A retarding force, the so-called inertia, acts 

on the pool followed by viscous drag of the water and subsequently interfacial tension forces dominate. The gravity-inertia 

regime dominates when the gravity spreading and inertial forces are approximately equal. The gravity-viscous regime 

occurs when the gravity spreading and viscous drag forces are approximately equal. For non-volatile liquids which can 

spread to form thin films, a possible third regime is the viscous-surface tension regime, where the viscous drag and surface 

tension forces are approximately equal. In practice, the viscous-surface tension regime is rarely encountered. 
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2.1.3 LNG Pool Vaporization 
 
An LNG pool, spreading on water surface simultaneously vaporizes and this vaporization process can be rapid due to the 

large  temperature difference between the LNG pool and water (Karl et. al., 2021). Remember that LNG is a mixture of 

hydrocarbons, with elevated concentration of methane. The volume of methane component is typically of the order of 

eighty-five to ninety-five percent (85–95%). During vaporization, the more volatile component (methane) vaporizes 

preferentially and the remaining LNG will get richer in the heavier components of the hydrocarbon mixture. This will result 

in the boiling point of the remaining LNG increasing with time. The latent heat of vaporization of the remaining LNG will 

also vary, usually increasing, but in some cases, at the later stages of the spill, a decrease may be observed.   

 
2.1.4 LNG Vapour-Cloud Dispersion 
 
The pool vaporization will result in a vapour cloud that will disperse. During the initial dispersion phase, the LNG vapour is 

colder and heavier (about 1.5 times compared with air) than the surrounding air ( Shi-er D. et. al., 2020), thus the white 

dense vapour cloud forms above the LNG pool. As the gas warms up, it begins to disperse. The vapour cloud dispersion is a 

potential hazard of LNG spills since it may ignite in the presence of an ignition source, when concentrated within its 

flammability range. In addition to the effect of temperature rising, LNG vapour density is also gradually reduced, and the 

final density is basically the same with the air. At this time, the vapour cloud dispersion is mainly controlled by 

atmospheric turbulence. Atmospheric turbulence plays a major role in the dispersion of the vapour cloud. There are four 

stages in LNG vapour dispersion which are gravity sedimentation, convective turbulence, atmospheric turbulence, and 

passive diffusion. The spill volume, spill rate, vaporization rate, presence of obstacles and the atmospheric conditions are 

considered to be key parameters affecting the dispersion of LNG vapour cloud.  

 
2.1.5 LNG Fire 
 
A pool fire develops when the dispersing LNG vapour-cloud above the pool is ignited (ABS, 2004). A pool fire poses a 

direct hazard to the surroundings as a result of direct fire contact and/or thermal radiation from the pool fire. In the scenario 

where the ignition of the dispersing vapour cloud is delayed, the LNG vapour will continue to disperse, and will be 

ultimately governed by atmospheric turbulence. However, note that a delayed ignition can lead to vapour cloud fire that can 

burn back into a pool fire. When LNG vapour cloud fire is within confined geometries, vapour-cloud, explosions may 

result. 

 
2.1.6 Thermal Radiation 
 
Thermal radiation from LNG fire is the sensible heat energy generated during accidental combustion of LNG which may 

occur as what is usually called LNG pool fire or LNG vapour-cloud fire. Large LNG fires burn with the production of 

plentiful quantities of black soot (smoke). This negates the traditional assumption that LNG fires burn clean. Smoke 

conceals the burning core of the LNG fire thereby reducing the quantity of total radiation that is emitted by the fire. 
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According to results provided by Nedelka, et. al., (1989), emissive powers can range from 290 to 320 kW/m2, the average 

surface emissive power (computed from the wide-angle radiometer data corrected for atmospheric absorption and the 

projected view of a specific area of fire as seen by the radiometer) ranged from 230 to 305 kW/mP

2
P. 5 kW/mP

2
P has been set as 

a threshold level (tolerable risk) for thermal radiation exposure in regulations of many countries. Exposing bare human skin 

to a higher level of thermal radiation results in second-degree blisters (partial thickness burn) within 30 seconds following 

thermal radiation. 

 

2.1.7 Rapid Phase Transition 

 
Being less dense than water, LNG floats when spilled on water surface, and then simultaneously vaporizes. In large scale 

spill, LNG may vaporize rapidly- a phenomenon called rapid phase transition (RPT) (Michelle et. al., 2012).  RPT occurs if 

there is rapid mixing between the LNG and water. RPT during spill is called early RPT while RPT at any other time after 

spill is called delayed RPT. Small pops, and blasts large enough to damage lightweight structures are known as RPTs. RPT 

is called physical explosion since no chemical reaction occurs during the process. 

  
 

3.0 Models of LNG Vaporization Rate 
LNG vaporization rate model uses mathematical equation to represent, analyse, make predictions, or otherwise provide 

insight into real-world LNG vaporization behavior. It is usually cheaper, safer, and faster to conduct studies via modelling 

investigations, which aids in fast and reasonable decision-making during risk assessment and consequence analysis of LNG 

spills. In the next section, we will review and summarize some relevant vaporization models for LNG spills. 

 
3.1 Review of LNG Vaporization Rate Models 
 
3.1.1: Raj and Kalelkar (1974) 
Raj and Kalelkar, (1974) presented an integral model that primarily predicts the spreading behaviour of liquid pools on 

water, with extension to LNG pools on land. Average film thickness was assumed in this model. The ultimate result needed 

was total time for complete vaporization, vaporization rate and extent of spread. The effect of pool thickness on 

vaporization rate at every instant of time is not considerred. However, uniform thickness assumption introduced error. It 

was found that most of LNG vaporization occurs during gravity-inertia regime spreading phase. The validity of all the 

equations was not proved due to lack of experimental data.  

 

3.1.2 Opschoor (1980) 
Opschoor (1980) modelled the spreading and vaporization of LNG pool on water for confined and unconfined spills, and 

observations were compared to experimental data for non-burning LNG spills. Opschoor, (1980) presumed a constant 

vaporization rate of 0.05kg/mP

2
Ps. This value was employed to develop an analytical expression for the LNG pool radius. 

Opschoor (1980) compared predictions of LNG radius and vaporization rate to experimental results in Burgess et. al., 
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(1970), Boyle and Kneebone, (1973), and Feldbauer, (1973). The model was found to agree with the tests of Boyle and 

Kneebone (1973), but poorly with that of Feldbauer et al., (1973) and Burgess et al., (1970). Their studies showed that 

during the spreading and vaporization of LNG on open water, there was no ice formation, whereas an ice layer was formed 

in the confined spill.  

 

3.1.3 Waite et al. (1983) 
Waite et al., (1983) modelled LNG pool spreading and vaporization on the water surface, based on the assumption that 

LNG behaves as a binary mixture of methane and ethane. The LNG pool was assumed to be a perfect cylinder of uniform 

temperature and composition. It was assumed that the spreading rate is controlled by the velocity of the leading edge. The 

model also incorporates total conservation of mass and energy over the entire spill duration as well as the effects of LNG 

composition on the LNG boiling rates. Comparative simulation studies were performed for small confined spills 

corresponding to one of Valencia Chavez's (1978) experimental conditions. The simulation results were compared to 

experimental values. The model was validated using small unconfined spills from field tests performed by the U.S. Bureau 

of Mines and that of Shell. The main conclusion drawn was that the heat transfer rates in unconfined water surfaces are film 

boiling rates. No consideration was given for pool thickness. 

 

3.1.4 Sources (1993) 
SOURCES (1993) is an integral model developed by Gas Research Institute (GRI) and can be used for instantaneous and 

continuous releases for both land and water spills. In SOURCES, the heat transfer from the ground to the liquid is taken as 

proportional to the 1/√𝑡𝑡. The mass vaporization rate is coupled with the pool area. SOURCE5 contains two alternative 

models for LNG pool on water: one is used when there is ice formation; the other is used when there’s no ice formation. In 

both cases, all heat transfer to LNG pool on water surface is taken up as latent heat of vaporization.  Sources model for 

continuous spill on unconfined water surface balances vaporization from a circular pool having reached its maximum radius 

with the rate of flow in to the pool. However, some of the model assumptions are indefensible. For instance, negative 

inertia for spreading on water surface, and that spreading on land is same as spreading on water surface are incorrect. The 

model is limited to circular LNG pools. 

 

3.1.5 Webber and Jones (1987). 
This is a model developed at Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD) for U.K. HSE by Webber and Jones (1987). The 

GASP (Gas Accumulation over Spreading Pools) model combines SWE with the vaporization rate of a circular pool to 

estimate spreading and vaporization rate simultaneously (Webber, 1990 and Webber, 1989) for pools on land or water. 

GASP addressed, heat contributions from the substrate, the atmosphere, as well as solar radiations. This model used a 

detailed treatment of the heat transfer coefficient for the spill on water. A constant heat transfer coefficient was employed 

for land spills. The model does not account for effect of surface waves, pool thickness nor multi-component liquid 

composition. 
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3.1.6 Conrado and Vesovic (2000) 
Conrado and Vesovic (2000) developed a model to examine the effect of chemical composition on the vaporization rates of 

LNG and LPG on unconfined water surfaces. The basic assumptions made were that the spill was instantaneous and the 

cryogen release point was just above the water surface, such that there was no impingement and the water surface could be 

treated as relatively flat. The cryogen pool was modelled as a uniform cylinder that floats on the water surface. The 

temperature of the water surface was assumed to be constant. They compared the vaporization rates of LNG and LPG to 

that of pure methane and pure propane respectively. They showed that the vaporization rate of LNG was noticeably 

different from that of pure methane, whereas vaporization rate of LPG was found to be similar to that of pure propane. The 

differences observed between LNG and methane were due to the contributions of the latent heat of vaporization by different 

components. As more volatile components of LNG pool vaporize; the latent heat of vaporization increases rapidly 

consequently leading to a decrease in the vaporization rates of liquefied natural gas relative to pure methane. It was 

concluded that treating LNG as pure methane for modelling purposes will underestimate the spillage time by 8%-20%.  

 

3.1.7 ABS (2004) 
In 2004, U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) hired ABS Consulting, to identify appropriate methods for 

performing consequence analysis of LNG spill on water to estimate vapor dispersion and radiation hazards distance. The 

proffered methods later became a de facto (though not formally recognized) standard for consequence analysis of LNG 

release on water according to Johnson and Cornwell (2007). The detailed computational methods have considered only the 

film boiling regime in estimating the vapor generation source-term and used Klimenko correlations (1981). Film boiling 

correlation of Klimenko (1981) was used in calculating heat flux from bulk water to LNG pool, but this was later amended 

to constant value of 85KW/mP

2
P ( FERC, 2004). The ABS Consulting model accounts for release rate of LNG from hole, 

pool spread on water surface and vapour generation. Additional sub-models which account for the effect of pool fires on 

LNG vaporization rate and radiative heat transfer were included. The release rate of LNG from hole was calculated from 

simple hole model with a recommended release coefficient of 0.65. This model is for large scale spill, there was no 

validation due to lack of data for large scale LNG spill. 

 

3.1.8 FLACS (2007) 
FLACS (2007) is a CFD software developed by Gexcon for modelling gas dispersion and explosions. An LNG pool, source 

term model to predict the spreading and vaporization characteristics was added, with the intention of using the vaporization 

rate for the dispersion and explosion study. The FLACS model is based on the shallow water equation (SWE) presented by 

Hansen et al. (2007). Despite recent improvements to their code, they still rely on shallow water modelling to forecast pool 

size and evaporation rate of LNG pool on water surface. The 2-D shallow layer model employed by FLACS relies on 

coupled momentum and heat equations. For spills on water, the conduction heat effects used by FLACS tried to account for 

the influence of transition and nucleate boiling regimes, and uses the correlations derived by Conrado & Vesovic (2000), 

thus does not incorporate the effects of pool thickness. However, the model accounts for the effect of turbulent mixing that 

accompanies LNG spills (Hissong, 2007).  
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3.1.9 LSMS (1998) 
Liquid Spill Modelling System (LSMS) is a modelling system developed by Cambridge Environmental Research 

Consultants (CERC) in collaboration with US Gas Research Institute, British Gas, UK HSE, and Gaz de France. It solves 1-

D axisymmetric shallow-layer equations to calculate the spreading and vaporization rate. Thermodynamic equations were 

used for cryogenic liquids to calculate the vaporization rate. LSMS was validated for LNG spills on land (Daish et al. 

1998), interaction of spill with vertical wall was accounted for. The model was further validated for vaporization of butane 

(Brighton, 1985), and spreading and vaporization of liquid hydrogen on water (Dienhart, 1995).  

 

3.1.10 Phast (2006) 
PHAST is process hazard analysis software tool (Witlox, 2006) that is commonly used for consequence analysis of LNG 

spills and it includes models for spill discharge, pool formation, pool vaporization, buoyant and dense gas dispersion, pool 

fires, BLEVEs, and vapor cloud explosions. The integral model used by PHAST for pool spreading and vaporization 

considers whether spill is on land or water, instantaneous or continuous-release, interaction with bund walls, heat 

conduction from the substrate, ambient convection for atmosphere, radiation, and diffusion effects. For modelling 

vaporization source-term on land. this tool uses Briscoe and Shaw model. PHAST was validated against experimental data 

for spills of LNG, propane, butane, pentane and toluene, on water surface and on land. 

 

3.1.11 Vesovic  (2006) 
Vesovic (2006) modelled LNG as pure methane. The model was used to examine the influence of ice formation on the heat 

transfer from water to LNG spilled on the confined water surface. He showed that when LNG is spilled on water, the drop 

in water surface temperature leads to the formation of ice. The ice layer which continues to grow over the duration of the 

spill markedly affects the rate of heat transfer from water to LNG. A decrease in the surface temperature of ice reduces the 

temperature gradient which drives the heat transfer and consequently modifies the mode of boiling. The change in the 

boiling regime influences the vaporization rates. He concluded that the vaporization rates decrease during the film boiling 

regime; followed by an increase during the transition boiling and then a steady decrease during the nucleate boiling. 

Vesovic V. (2006) found that the maximum vaporization time, for pure liquid methane spreading and boiling on unconfined 

water surface at constant temperature is proportional to the fourth root of the initial mass spilled. Vesovic while developing 

his model ignored edge effect, and heat conduction from water to LNG pool was treated in one dimension only. Vesovic’s 

model does not account for effect of pool thickness on vaporization rate of LNG spilled on water surface. 

 

3.1.12 Spaulding (2007) 
Spaulding (2007) developed a predictive model called the LNGMAP using a particle-based approach, in which distinct 

masses of LNG released from a source were modelled individually. The model takes input of user defined breach size to 

predict the transient and spatial evolutions of LNG pool on the water surface for both ignited and non-ignited spills. The 

algorithm involves performing a mass conservation calculation on each distinct LNG mass or spill till its residual mass is 
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zero. The model is arranged as a separate set of connected algorithms that represent the processes (release rate, spreading 

on water surface, vaporization from water surface, dispersion in atmosphere, and, if ignited, burning and radiation) 

affecting LNG once it is released on water surface.  The model performance was compared against simulations by ABS 

consulting (2004) for time varying releases. Comparisons were also made with steady state simulations of Sandia National 

Laboratories (2004). They found that environmental conditions, like ocean currents, play a noticeable role in the subsequent 

evolution of the spill. For a given spill size, the pool radius for a non-ignited spill is bigger than pool radius for an ignited 

spill due to mass loss from pool vaporization. Spaulding (2007) does not account for effect of pool thickness on spilled 

LNG. 

 

3.1.13 Zhidong (2017) 
Zhidong (2017) used model to investigate the influence of chemical composition on LNG pool vaporization. Vaporization 

rate of the LNG mixture was compared to vaporization rate of pure methane through calculations and simulations. 

According to Zhidong (2017), vaporization rate of an LNG mixture is different from that of pure methane. The difference 

can be attributed to the effect of chemical composition. After some time, LNG gets rich in ethane, leading to a large 

decrease in the vaporization rate of LNG compared to pure methane. The collective results indicate that treating a pure 

methane spill as an LNG spill leads to underestimation of vaporization rate of LNG by 8% to 20%. 

 

3.1.14 Zbigniew (2019) 
Zbigniew et. al., (2019) performed theoretical and numerical analysis of freezing risk during the LNG vaporization process. 

They opined that the LNG boiling process concerns most LNG applications due to a need for regasification. They found 

that a significant risk included in the regasification process is related to the possibility of solid phase formation (freezing of 

the heating fluid). A solid-phase formation may lead to increase in pressure loss, deterioration in heat transfer, or even to 

the destruction of the heat exchanger. The present research focused on the examination of the interactions between several 

parameters, which play a significant role in the regasification process, including vaporization rate. The research was based 

on a zero-dimensional model.  

 

3.1.15 Andrei (2019) 
Andrei (2019) presented a CFD methodology for the simulation of LNG spills and rapid phase transition. Large-scale LNG 

spills on water were of particular interest as much of LNG transport is by sea. Andrei's work focused on modelling 

approaches and their ability to forecast different phenomena related to LNG spills. It describes in detail a developed CFD-

based methodology that is able to simulate behaviour of LNG spills from their initial release, spreading on the water 

surface, RPT to dispersion. The methodology is based on a homogeneous multiphase formulation of the liquid layer and is 

thus suitable for employment in most CFD packages. A CFD simulation was performed to calculate the volume and 

distribution of the flammable cloud, and the overpressure generated by rapid phase transition events. The CFD analysis 

shows that the overpressure is high at the beginning, close to the LNG layer, and decreases with the radial expansion of the 
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pressure wave. Maximum overpressure exceeds 110 kPa.  This combination of high pressures and extremely low 

temperatures poses a significant risk of structural failure. It is important to emphasize that further parametric studies are 

needed to determine the sensitivity of the RPT-induced pressure peaks to the size of LNG release, vaporization rate, and 

ambient temperature. 

 

4.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
Advancements in modelling work on the subject of LNG spillage on water and the eventual vaporization rate of LNG pool 

have been made. Effect of pool thickness on vaporization rate of LNG pool on water surfaces have not been well studied. 

While some models fixed pool thickness (Raj and Kalelkar, 1974), other models experimentally varied pool thickness to 

study its effect on vaporization rate of LNG pool on substrate (Zhidong, 2017). Thus, effect of pool thickness on 

vaporization rate of LNG on water surface needs further modelling investigations because there has not been adequate 

description of the overall dynamics of the liquid pool, particularly, pool thickness. To effectively study effect of pool 

thickness on LNG vaporization rate, there is need to develop improved models that would realistically capture the LNG 

vaporization phenomenon, which can then be validated with available design experiments.  
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